Introduction {#JVEv4-sec-0005}
============

The periods over which individuals maintain HIV viral suppression in the absence of antiretroviral therapy (ART) are usually short, with viral rebound (HIV RNA \>50 copies/mL) occurring in about 2 to 3 weeks [@JVEv4-bib-0001]. However, for some individuals viral rebound can be considerably delayed. The 'Mississippi Baby' treated early after birth maintained plasma HIV viral levels (pVL) below detection for 22 months after ART cessation before viral outgrowth [@JVEv4-bib-0002]. A French teenager maintained HIV RNA at less than 4 copies/mL for 12 years without ART while showing little in the way of HLA type or an immune response that might explain this continued suppression [@JVEv4-bib-0003]. Treating early is particularly helpful. Fourteen individuals within the VISCONTI study maintained low viraemia for between 4 and 9 years after cessation of ART initiated in primary HIV infection (PHI) [@JVEv4-bib-0004]. HLA type and strength of CD8+ T cell responses did not seem to play a significant role. Lower proportions of CD4+ T cells, containing HIV DNA, have also indicated viral rebound might be delayed when ART is initiated at PHI [@JVEv4-bib-0005].

Given the very slow decay of the latent reservoir [@JVEv4-bib-0007], it is unlikely that HIV will be cured by ART, no matter the duration. On the other hand, these examples of extended HIV suppression without ART suggest a functional cure may be possible. Under what scenarios this can be achieved is uncertain, although limiting the size of the latent reservoir through early treatment seems to be a factor. Further reductions of the reservoir through the use of latency-reversing agents (LRA) may also assist delayed viral rebound. Although low latent reservoir levels seem necessary, they are not sufficient. Even an individual who achieved virtually undetectable viral levels through having commenced PrEP within days of infection, still failed to completely maintain viral suppression, although rebound was delayed by 225 days [@JVEv4-bib-0008].

HIV infection establishes a complex dynamical interaction between the virus and the body\'s immune system, reflecting many aspects of a predator--prey problem. For these general nonlinear dynamical systems, extended periods of low predator levels (in our case pVL), can occur until prey levels reach a tipping point. These systems can often inhabit regions in their 'state space' where predator levels remain low over relatively long time scales. These systems are deterministic, so their stability is an inherent aspect of nonlinear systems. Can the nonlinearity of the HIV immune dynamical system also explain cases of individuals maintaining low pVL after ART cessation? This hypothesis that pVL suppression without ART may be due to properties of nonlinear dynamical systems differs from the usual explanation that viral resurgence is a stochastic event dependent on the size of the latent reservoir. In the stochastic scenario, low pVL prior to outgrowth is assumed to represent non-infectious virus; outgrowth waits for the chance event of activation of a resting cell containing replication-competent integrated HIV DNA. On the other hand, in this nonlinear dynamical scenario, infectious pVL can be generated continuously; it is just that the interaction between infectious virus and target cells is below the 'herd-immunity level'.

The different hypotheses for delayed viral rebound have implications for how to achieve longer delays or perhaps even a functional cure. If delay in viral rebound is predominantly determined by latent reservoir size, then longer delays require greater reduction in the latent reservoir with estimates of a 10,000-fold reduction needed for a functional cure [@JVEv4-bib-0009]. However, for predator--prey problems it is both size and the interaction between components that determine the dynamics -- a smaller reduction in predator numbers might be sufficient if prey size is also targeted appropriately. It may be that the nonlinear dynamics of the interaction between HIV and its prey, largely memory CD4+ T cells, allows more efficient ways of achieving a functional cure. Conway and Perelson [@JVEv4-bib-0010] have investigated this aspect of post-treatment control based on regions of system stability dependent on the level of the latent reservoir and the strength of the immune response.

Here we investigate whether the nonlinear dynamical system described by the interactions between the latent reservoir and memory CD4+ T cells, the phenotype in which this reservoir is embedded, can produce delays in viral rebound after treatment interruption and how best to achieve extended delays. We base our investigations on a mathematical description of the interaction between HIV and memory CD4+ T cell homeostasis that replicates dynamics of pVL and HIV DNA levels prior to, and over the course of, ART [@JVEv4-bib-0011]. We find that this model of the HIV dynamical system can be driven into a variety of states after interruption of ART: where pVL rebound occurs quickly, where viral suppression is maintained for lengthy periods, and where plasma and cellular infection levels continue to decline. These different outcomes are not the result of stochastic events, although these can play a role in perturbing the system into different stability regions, but they arise from the nonlinearity of this deterministic dynamical system. Our main finding is that solely targeting the latent reservoir within resting non-dividing memory CD4+ T cells is generally insufficient to dramatically alter time to viral rebound or the desired longer-term outcome of eradication. Any substantial delay in viral rebound only occurs when other mainly uninfected memory CD4+ T cell subsets are also reduced in size. In these simulations, ART commenced during PHI more readily resulted in continued pVL suppression after ART interruption, providing a dynamic verification of observations in patients [@JVEv4-bib-0004]. Our investigations describe interventions that could increase the percentage of post-treatment controllers from its current low percentage [@JVEv4-bib-0013].

Methods {#JVEv4-sec-0006}
=======

A full description of the mathematical model is contained in Murray *et al*. [@JVEv4-bib-0011]. In brief, the model describes the homeostatic processes related to activation and division for memory CD4+ T cells related to CD38 and Ki-67 expression, respectively: resting and non-dividing (*R*), resting and dividing (*R*^+^, encompassing cells undergoing homeostatic proliferation), activated and non-dividing (*A*), and activated and dividing (*A*^+^, encompassing cells undergoing antigenic proliferation). The processes driving phenotypic changes between these compartments, their rates, and the impact of HIV infection as it establishes first unintegrated linear HIV DNA (subscript L), and then either a defective episomal form (subscript C) or integrated HIV DNA (subscript I), are shown in Figure [1](#JVEv4-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}. We also assumed that 50% of integration events gave rise to cells with defective infection (subscript ID), which did not produce virus.

![(A) A diagram of the mathematical model. HIV infection is assumed to be restricted to the dividing subsets, as are virion production from cells containing (replication-competent) integrated HIV DNA ( and ). The majority (99.9%) of pVL production was assumed to be non-infectious **V~NI~** [@JVEv4-bib-0034], while 50% of integration events were replication incompetent. Activation of resting cells **β**, and rates of proliferation *λ*, are dependent on pVL in a Michaelis--Menten manner, e.g. . Infection of target cells followed a similar pattern but was dependent only on the infectious virus component . (B) Contributions to total pVL (solid) from directly infected (dashed) and clonally expanded infected (dash-dot) memory CD4+T cells from the start of ART commenced at CHI. (C) pVL rebound after cessation of 6 years of ART commenced at CHI. The solution to the initial fitting procedure with bounds on rebound time in red and other fitted solutions from multiple nearby parameter sets in grey.](JVE-4-91-g001){#JVEv4-fig-0001}

The model was calibrated to reproduce mean/median HIV RNA and HIV DNA data from the pilot integrase inhibitor trial (PINT) and PINT Extension studies of eight PHI and eight CHI enrolled on an ART regimen of raltegravir and Truvada and followed for 3 years [@JVEv4-bib-0011]. For the cellular perturbation simulations, the model was run with the optimal parameter set with ART commencing at either PHI or CHI, depending on the scenario, and with ART interruption (ATI) after 6 years. At that point the levels of the chosen pair of cell subsets were reduced (1000-fold or 10-fold), while the remaining cell subsets were assumed not to change from their pre-ATI values. The model was then run for 4000 days from these starting values.

All model simulations and analyses were performed in Matlab R2016b (MathWorks Inc, Natick, MA, USA).

Results {#JVEv4-sec-0007}
=======

The mathematical model reproduced levels and multiphasic dynamics of memory CD4+ T cells and their infected components plus pVL, from first infection and over 3 years of ART begun at PHI or CHI [@JVEv4-bib-0011]. Under this model, low-level residual viraemia arose from previously infected cells that are induced to proliferate under antigenic or homeostatic processes and become virally productive, producing a mix of infectious *V* and non-infectious virus *V~NI~*. During ART, virion production was from a combination of clonally expanded infected cells and cells directly infected prior to ART (Figure [1B](#JVEv4-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). After treatment interruption, pVL was soon dominated by productively infected cells resulting in viral rebound (HIV RNA ≥50 copies/mL) by 21 days (red line, Figure [1C](#JVEv4-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}).

The model had been constrained to ensure pVL rebounded between 5 and 50 days after stopping 6 years of ART [@JVEv4-bib-0001]. To assess factors that might contribute to variability in pVL rebound, we determined model simulations that reproduced the data but also were not explicitly constrained in time to rebound. We first generated 100 parameter sets whose values were within ±log~10~ of the log (or logit) transformed optimal parameters using Latin Hypercube sampling. Each of these parameter sets were then used as initial guesses and the data were refitted, without constraining rebound time, to generate 95 new parameter solution sets (the optimisation procedure failed to converge for five parameter sets). In these first rebound simulations, we assume ART is commenced during chronic infection and is continued for 6 years before treatment interruption.

Although these parameter sets reproduced the data to a reasonable degree, they produced markedly different rebound dynamics (grey lines in Figure [1C](#JVEv4-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}) -- the time until HIV RNA reached 50 copies/mL ranged from 0.1 days to never. In some instances, pVL continued to decline. Many of these outcomes can reflect the variability in responses exhibited by individuals upon ART cessation. Indeed, simulations where withdrawal of ART had no discernible impact on pVL reflect the normal situation for post-treatment controllers who maintain undetectable pVL after ART cessation [@JVEv4-bib-0004]. We note that this lack of response in these simulations occurs despite ART being constrained to be at least 99% effective so that new infections become 100-fold more likely once ART is stopped. Although immune effectiveness has been shown to impact on viral rebound [@JVEv4-bib-0017], all simulations in Figure [1C](#JVEv4-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} were produced with the same parameter values for virion and infected cell clearance rates.

 {#JVEv4-sec-0008}

### Processes affecting time to rebound {#JVEv4-sec-0009}

What underlies a longer time to rebound was assessed in two ways: (1) the parameters in the model that represent the various infection and homeostatic processes were assessed for correlation with time to rebound (HIV RNA ≥50 copies/mL) for all parameter sets determining the solutions in Figure [1C](#JVEv4-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} -- this indicates what *processes* may be impacted to curb rebound; and (2) the *cell components* themselves were perturbed to determine which of these may be reduced to extend periods of suppressed viraemia in the absence of ART. A partial rank correlation of all parameters from the 95+1 solutions depicted in Figure [1C](#JVEv4-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} determined seven of 21 parameters that significantly impacted time to pVL rebound. The parameters that significantly determined a faster rebound described infectivity processes: the rate of infection by virions (*k~A~*~0~, *p*=3×10^−7^, *r*=−0.55, where *r* is the partial rank correlation coefficient and a negative value means a larger parameter value results in faster rebound), and the rate of virion export by productively infected cells (*N*, *p*=0.00049, *r*=−0.39). Individuals who maintain low viral loads through an HLA type that more effectively presents viral antigens, and results in faster infected cell clearance by CD8+ T cells [@JVEv4-bib-0017], have lower total virion production and consequently a reduced force of infection, consistent with these findings. Rebound was delayed if resting cells or unintegrated HIV DNA were cleared faster (*μ~R~*, *μ~C~*, *μ~L~*, *p*≤0.016, *r*≥0.28). The faster turnover of resting cells or of linear HIV DNA within them would result in lower infection levels and delay rebound. A faster episomal HIV DNA clearance rate *μ~C~* means that more initial infection will proceed to this episomal HIV DNA form rather than become integrated if it is to produce the levels of HIV DNA observed in the PINT patients. Although episomal circles are not directly relevant to viral rebound, being non-productive forms of infection, their levels and turnover rates are, as they reflect a lower likelihood of progression to the productive integrated form. A higher rate of virion production from resting dividing cells meant that a greater proportion of residual viraemia arose from resting infected cells undergoing homeostatic proliferation, resulting in slower rebound (*N~R~*, *p*=0.021, *r*=0.26); a higher rate of activated cells reverting from a dividing to a non-dividing state (*ρ~A~*, *p*=0.023, *r*=0.026) also delayed rebound. Chronic CD4+ T cell activation would exacerbate the rate at which cells revert to a non-proliferating state, and is associated with higher pVL in untreated individual [@JVEv4-bib-0020], while higher levels of cell-associated RNA result in faster rebound [@JVEv4-bib-0021].

It is likely that for a given individual (reflected by a particular parameter set) slower rebound can be obtained by reducing some of the infected or target components. This is one of the aims of LRA that attempts to reduce replication-competent integrated HIV DNA levels within resting cells (represented in the model by *R~I~*). However, nonlinear system dynamics can be complex so that changes in individual components need not affect the system as much as combined perturbations. To assess this complex behaviour, we considered pairwise changes in cellular and infection levels at the end of 6 years of ART, commenced during CHI. Each of these simulations was performed with the same parameters the initial optimal parameter set, that results in rebound after 21 days with no subset perturbations (red line, Figure [1](#JVEv4-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}C).

Despite reducing each component 1000-fold, some combinations showed virtually no impact on time to rebound (Figure [2](#JVEv4-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}). This is depicted in panels with a single yellow colour and where no contours occur (all changes in these panels result in viral rebound at the latest by day 50). For example, reducing either or both dividing resting cells (*R*^+^) and dividing activated cells (*A*^+^) led to viral rebound by day 50 (second row, third column, Figure [2](#JVEv4-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}). Reducing some single components, uninfected non-dividing activated cells (*A*) and uninfected resting cells (*R*), could impact on viral rebound. This is shown by panels where the contours are straight lines so time to rebound is independent of changes in the other cell component (see for example point 'd' where the level of *A~I~* has virtually no impact on rebound time but a 1 log~10~ reduction in *R* numbers has delayed viral rebound to between 50 and 100 days). Other single changes, even in the latent reservoir of infected, non-dividing resting cells containing integrated HIV DNA (*R~I~*), that are the specific targets of LRA, made no impact whatever despite being reduced 1000-fold (see the panel containing point 'e'). However, reducing the latent reservoir (*R~I~*), could inhibit rebound completely (time to rebound ≥4000 days -- the limit of the simulations), but only when combined with reductions in uninfected non-dividing cells (*R* or *A*). Hence LRA by themselves may not be effective but they could impact viral rebound if combined with reductions in uninfected memory subsets. Figure [3](#JVEv4-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} illustrates how 10-fold reductions in each of the pairs in the panels in Figure [2](#JVEv4-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} affect the dynamics of those components. Recall that these very different dynamics are produced with the same parameters. It indicates that rebound for an individual can be significantly altered when the correct cell components are targeted. Note that having the latent reservoir *R~I~* reduce over time is not sufficient to maintain suppression, as shown in the *A* & *R~I~* panel, where the virion-producing cells slowly increase over time and eventually push the system past its 'tipping point'.

![Time to rebound for chronic infection. Contour plots displaying number of days to pVL rebound (HIV RNA = 50 copies/mL) when pairs of cell levels after 6 years of ART, commenced at CHI, are reduced between 0 and 3 log~10~ prior to ART interruption, using the optimal parameter set. The top right corner of each plot displays the days to rebound with 0 change in the pair of states and values (21 days); points to the lower-left show the effects of decreasing values of the two components on a log~10~ scale where the lower-left corner of each plot shows the number of days to rebound when both components are reduced by 3 log~10~ (1000-fold). After 6 years of ART, very few cells contained linear unintegrated HIV DNA so that decreases in their number had no impact on viral rebound, nor did cells containing defective integrated HIV DNA or the dead-end episomal forms, hence these cell components were not included. A panel that does not contain any contours, and is filled with the one colour, denotes rebound times \<50 days for all values of the components. Resting cells are denoted by *R*, activated cells by *A*; dividing cell subsets contain a + in their name; subsets containing *I* denote cells with integrated HIV DNA; so for example *RI*^+^ describes resting dividing cells containing integrated HIV DNA. Simulations were limited to 4000 days after ART cessation so a failure to rebound by that time (blue regions) likely indicated continued suppression and infection loss. Examples: point 'a' has no change in either of the *R* and *R*^+^ subsets resulting in rebound after 21 days; point 'b' denotes a 1 log~10~ decrease in the number of *R* cells and a 2 log~10~ decrease in numbers of *A* cells immediately prior to ART cessation, resulting in pVL rebound occurring in the 200 to 400 day range; point 'c' denotes a 1 log~10~ decrease in each of the *R* and *RI* components yielding no rebound by 4000 days; point 'd' denotes a 1 log~10~ decrease in *R* cells and a 2 log~10~ decrease in *A~I~* cells, delaying rebound to the 50 to 100 day range. Since these contours are vertical, changes in the *A~I~* component have no impact on rebound, so that all change is due to the *R* component; point 'e' denotes a 1 log~10~ decrease in *R*^+^ cells and the 'latent reservoir' of *RI* cells and giving rise to rebound within 50 days -- hence targeting the latent reservoir itself is not sufficient to markedly impact viral suppression](JVE-4-91-g002){#JVEv4-fig-0002}

![HIV dynamics over the days following a 10-fold reduction in each of the cell components of the displayed pair, and treatment interruption after 6 years of ART commenced at CHI. Dynamics of the first component relative to starting value (prior to reduction) shown as black solid line with the second cell component as black dashed line while pVL is illustrated with a red line](JVE-4-91-g003){#JVEv4-fig-0003}

Commencing ART at the acute/early stage of HIV infection is more likely to result in delayed rebound after treatment interruption [@JVEv4-bib-0021]. This was also true in our simulations using exactly the same parameter set as in Figure [2](#JVEv4-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}, but commencing ART at the mean estimated time after infection for the PINT PHI group of 4.5 months [@JVEv4-bib-0022] (Figure [4](#JVEv4-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}). As above, these simulations also assume 6 years of ART before interruption. Whereas two of the pairwise reductions could delay rebound out to the 4000+ day mark in the CHI group, there were six pairs for the PHI group that could essentially suppress rebound, and all involved reductions in the latent reservoir component *R~I~*. It is striking that no amount of reduction in the latent reservoir by itself for the CHI group could lengthen rebound beyond the 20- to 50-day range (see point e) in Figure [2](#JVEv4-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}, but the same perturbations when commenced at PHI could maintain complete viraemia suppression. The better PHI response will be partly due to their lower infection levels since integrated HIV DNA levels were significantly lower at PHI [@JVEv4-bib-0022]. Nevertheless, this will not be the sole reason as the reductions simulated here that achieved substantial delays when combined with *R*^+^ reductions for example, had no discernible impact for the CHI group. However, the higher infection levels for CHI also produced higher levels of CD4+ T cell activation [@JVEv4-bib-0011], which provides more target cells for productive infection. Elevated activation from chronic HIV infection contributes to their poorer response in these simulations.

![Time to rebound for when ART is commenced in primary infection. Contour plots displaying number of days to pVL rebound (HIV RNA = 50 copies/mL) when pairs of cell levels after 6 years of ART, commenced at PHI, are reduced between 0 and 3 log~10~ prior to ART interruption, using the optimal parameter set](JVE-4-91-g004){#JVEv4-fig-0004}

Three combinations of 10-fold reductions of the latent reservoir with another cell subset for the CHI group were compared to investigate factors underlying the different outcomes: early, late and no rebound (Figure [5](#JVEv4-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}). In each case, new infection events occur with the removal of ART, as shown by large increases in cells containing linear unintegrated HIV DNA (dashed lines). However, viral rebound did not necessarily occur then but was instead associated with how quickly activated cells (*A*) expanded. Figure [5B](#JVEv4-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"} shows these cells, which provide the main target *A*^+^ cells in this model, slowly increasing despite ongoing infection, and not reaching the point where pVL accelerates until after 200 days. The scenario where pVL stays suppressed has decreasing levels of activated cells, once again in the presence of ongoing infection (Figure [5C](#JVEv4-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}). Although this last scenario is stable, it can be shocked out of this state by activation events. Ten-fold increased activation rates over 5 days starting at day 150 in Figure [5D](#JVEv4-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"} were insufficient but 100-fold increases starting at day 200 resulted in perturbation of this complex system out of its stable region.

![Three combinations of 10-fold pairwise reductions in cell subsets prior to ART interruption with differing rebound dynamics for the CHI case: (A) immediate rebound; (B) rebound after 200 days; (C) no rebound. Panel (D) shows the scenario in panel (C) but where activation rates *β*~0~, *β*~1~ were increased 10-fold over a period of 5 days starting at day 150 for a period of 5 days, and 100-fold starting at day 200, reflecting spikes in immune activation from opportunistic infections. In each panel, pVL and all cell subsets are scaled relative to their day 400 levels to bring each component roughly to a similar range; uninfected cell subsets are shown on a linear scale relative to the left *y*-axes that all range between 0 and 2, while the infected cell subsets and pVL are shown on a log scale relative to the right *y*-axes](JVE-4-91-g005){#JVEv4-fig-0005}

Discussion {#JVEv4-sec-0010}
==========

Delays in viral rebound after ART cessation are mostly assumed to be due to the stochastic nature of activation events and the size of the latent reservoir. Consequently, any detectable viraemia prior to rebound is considered non-infectious. Our interpretation is very different -- after ART cessation, new infections continually occur but their impact on activation and the homeostatic regulation of memory CD4+ T cells is insufficient to drive the system into explosive viral growth. In some instances, pVL can even increase but then wane over time, as observed in the R&RI panel of Figure [3](#JVEv4-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}. Our model, constructed to duplicate the dynamics of pVL and HIV DNA prior to and during ART, is deterministic, with quantifiable levels of viraemia and HIV DNA, yet the nature of nonlinear dynamical systems can give rise to slow progression, and even a continued reduction, if driven into the right region. This is likely to be similar to why some individuals are elite or viraemic controllers. Although immunovirological reasons such as a 32-base pair deletion in the CCR5 gene, or HLA type, are responsible for control in some of these individuals, that is not always the case. These individuals experience continued viral replication [@JVEv4-bib-0023], but still suppress viraemia in the absence of ART. Approximately 25% of elite controllers stay suppressed for 12 years [@JVEv4-bib-0025] while HIV infection controllers (pVL \<500 copies/mL) can maintain suppression for 10 or more years [@JVEv4-bib-0015], so the delay of 4000+ days in viral rebound for our simulations seems achievable if modulation of CD4+ T cell subsets is sufficient to effectively turn someone into one of these controller categories.

Longer time to rebound is correlated with lower levels of HIV DNA [@JVEv4-bib-0005]. Elite controllers also have significantly lower levels of integrated HIV DNA [@JVEv4-bib-0026]. Hence it is not surprising the only perturbations that could substantially impact time to rebound required lower levels of resting cells containing replication-competent HIV DNA (*R~I~*). On its own, reduction in this latent reservoir was generally insufficient in our simulations to substantially modify viral rebound. This is in agreement with stochastic modelling that estimated a 2000-fold reduction in the latent reservoir was required before rebound was delayed for a year in the majority of individuals [@JVEv4-bib-0009]. It is also consistent with results from trials of LRA that induced elevated histone acetylation and pVL, but little change in HIV DNA levels [@JVEv4-bib-0027]. There was some impact by panobinostat on HIV DNA levels and subsequently on delaying viral rebound to \>1000 copies/mL (median 28 days versus 17 days [@JVEv4-bib-0030]). Our analyses suggest that LRA that reduce the latent reservoir can have a substantial impact but generally only in combination with reductions in some other components. As with all modelling, these conclusions are dependent on the model assumptions and further investigation is required to determine if LRA by themselves or in combination with any cell subset perturbations can delay viral rebound. Others have also determined that a low latent reservoir in combination with a stronger immune response can exhibit these characteristics of driving the immunovirological dynamical system into a region of sustained viral suppression [@JVEv4-bib-0010]. Combining both approaches may produce even greater viral rebound delays.

Simulations of scenarios exhibiting different rebound delays indicate activated CD4+ T cell levels are an important predictor (Figure [5](#JVEv4-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}). Circumstantially, this is also borne out by observations of increasing CD30+CD4+ T cells preceding viral rebound in two individuals who had delayed rebound for more than 200 days [@JVEv4-bib-0008]. CD30 is expressed by a subset of activated memory CD4+ T cells [@JVEv4-bib-0031] and may reflect a more refined subset of activated cells than modelled here that play a role in providing target cell availability for viral expansion (Figure [5B](#JVEv4-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}). It is difficult to see how expansion of this CD30+CD45RO+CD4+ T cell subset beginning more than 100 days prior to rebound would substantially influence frequency of stochastic activation events in the latent reservoir.

Although our simulations show reductions in the latent reservoir, and in uninfected memory CD4+ T cell subsets, can significantly delay rebound, it is under the assumption that HIV-specific immune functions are not deleteriously affected, since they are assumed to be at the same level throughout the simulations. Bone marrow transplants in two patients achieved significantly greater reduction in host immune cells but only delayed rebound until 12 and 32 weeks after ART interruption [@JVEv4-bib-0032]. Unlike the 'Berlin patient' who went from having a CCR5 wild-type immune system to one that was homozygous for the 32-base pair deletion, and subsequently remained suppressed [@JVEv4-bib-0033], these 'Boston patients' went from being heterozygous for delta-32 to wild type. Moreover, anti-HIV antibodies and their avidity decreased after transplant, possibly allowing for viral outgrowth that would have otherwise stayed suppressed. Strengthening the immune response may also impact viral rebound [@JVEv4-bib-0010].

This theory of delayed viral rebound is analogous to the epidemiology of infectious diseases where outbreaks do not arise because of low numbers of susceptible individuals. In simulations here, viral rebound is delayed until activation pushes susceptible cell numbers above an *in vivo* herd-immunity level. Whereas immunisation in the epidemiology setting serves to protect a community from outbreaks, an *in vivo* intervention that suppresses the appropriate activated cell subset may play a similar role to lengthen delays in rebound while replacing the need to remove cells.
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